Low contents of carbon and nitrogen in highly abundant proteins: evidence of selection for the economy of atomic composition.
Proteins that assimilate particular elements were found to avoid using amino acids containing the element, which indicates that the metabolic constraints of amino acids may influence the evolution of proteins. We suspected that low contents of carbon, nitrogen, and sulfur may also be selected for economy in highly abundant proteins that consume large amounts of the resources of cells. By analyzing recently available proteomic data in Escherichia coli, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, and Schizosaccharomyces pombe, we found that at least the carbon and nitrogen contents in amino acid side chains are negatively correlated with protein abundance. An amino acid with a high number of carbon atoms in its side chain generally requires relatively more energy for its synthesis. Thus, it may be selected against in highly abundant proteins either because of economy in building blocks or because of economy in energy. Previous studies showed that highly abundant proteins preferentially use cheap (in terms of energy) amino acids. We found that the carbon content is still negatively correlated with protein abundance after controlling for the energetic cost of the amino acids. However, the negative correlation between protein abundance and energetic cost disappeared after controlling for carbon content. Building blocks seem to be more restricted than energy. It seems that the amino acid sequences of highly abundant proteins have to compromise between optimization for their biological functions and reducing the consumption of limiting resources. By contrast, the amino acid sequences of weakly expressed proteins are more likely to be optimized for their biological functions.